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Abstract— The topology design with survivability and
reliability is a crucial aspect in wireless-sensor networks.
Controlling the topology is very important as it can affect the
efficiency of Wireless-Sensor Networks (WSN).To address the
problem, an approach on energy efficiency is proposed on scale
free networks. The nodes in the network are evenly distributed to
accommodate scaling of the network. The quality parameters like
energy and load balance should be captured by the network, as
factors like residual energy of the node and node degree are
taken into consideration. Arrangements are made to look at the
network in a practical way and core functionality of the network
is not disturbed. Strategies are deployed to make the network
robust for node based random and malicious attacks. In this
Survey, we concentrate on the study of topology control
techniques with energy based parameters, change the topology of
the network to improve efficiency of network in terms of network
lifetime.
Keywords— Scale free Networks, Node attacks, Topology
control, Lifetime of the network, Wireless Sensor Networks.

1.

INTRODUCTION

WSNs are combination of sensor nodes connected
together and do not have a fixed infrastructure. Sensor nodes
have a processing unit with some power and energy. These
are deployed in various regions to read the environmental
parameters and monitor them. They are created to be used in
various fields like defense, health care, commercial and
industrial applications. These can be extended for real time
applications to monitor various synchronizations,
processing, storing, discovering etc. Typically many
autonomous devices like end nodes and some devices
combine to form gateway like structure to facilitate
bridging, buffering from wireless network to Ethernet
network. Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN) are efficient to
monitor and collect the data compared to only
communications in autonomous systems[1].The routing and
network communication protocols will have major effect on
lifetime of network, consumption of energy and data
latency. Security became the biggest threat in recent days as
the number of cyber-attacks are increasing day by day, the
network should be able to withstand the attacks and stay
secure until the data transmission ends. The scale free
networks are used to model homogeneous network
topologies. Thus, the nodes have very similar degrees and
will be used to get rid of random attacks on the network. In
this paper, we are only interested in only conserving the
topology of the

WSN’s[2][3].The degree distribution between the nodes
will play major role in the robustness of the network, the
nodes with dissimilar degrees shows stronger tendency
towards each other than nodes with same degree[4][5].
2.

SCALE FREE NETWORKS

The Random network has nodes with almost equal
number of connections for the each node and are scaled to
certain limit where the distribution of the links are limited.
But practically we are working with some nodes with links
more than hundred links and few nodes need not have many
links. This study of random network inspires us to make
scale free networks that follow power law of distribution.
Hubs are nodes with high number of links around them
communicating with the other nodes. This hubs concept
came into existence with the introduction of the Scale free
networks. The advantages of using Scale free networks
outweighs the advantages of random networks. So, we move
from random networks to scale free networks. Both the
networks are in for a single purpose but the way the
formation of nodes and their interconnections are different.

Figure 1- Random Network.
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Figure 2- Scale Free Network.

Figure 3- Power Law Distribution
The Scaling of the network means changing the topology
of the network as it should be robust to various node based
attacks. It is adding nodes progressively to nodes already in
the network with some parameter making decision on
attachment of the node to other[6].The best example of scale
free network is network(Internet) with routers as nodes and
links as optical connections.
Fig 1.1 shows red colored nodes a hubs as they have
many number of connections and others are normal nodes
with similar connections. The Hubs are connected to
different nodes irrespective of distance between them.

Figure 4- Scale Free Network building.

TOPOLOGY OF THE NETWORK & RESULTS

Topology of a network has an important role to play in
the life time and efficiency of the network as the scale free
efficient topology is gaining more importance as they are
robust to node based attacks[8]. The failure of the certain
node in any network will disconnect the neighboring nodes
to the network. Upon attack, the network should be able to
transfer its responsibilities to another node based degree and
similarity of the node to the other. So, the node failure
should not be affecting the functionality of the network.
Without study of energy parameters of the node, it is
difficult to know when the node failure occurs and will be
serious drawback in terms of functionality of the network as
the functional node failure make network disconnected.
Controlling the topology of the network means giving
control of changing few parameters of the network by the
sensor nodes and form a different structure based on the
need[9].The sensor nodes can discover its neighboring
nodes of the network by its transmission power. The
ultimate goal of topology control is to maintain a topology
with less energy consumption and high efficiency.
Clustering the set of nodes is helpful in topology control as
it can control the set of neighboring nodes in the cluster.
Security of a network has vital importance as the attackers
try to break the network with different intensions. The
attacks on the node are increasing day by day as the
importance of data is. The attacks will be different for
different layers in OSI mode. The data security is important
in every layer irrespective of importance. In this paper, we
discuss about Random and Targeted attacks on the node.
Random attacks are attacks which chooses any node in the
network randomly and attacks it. The scale free topology is
very efficient to random attacks as only nodes with low
degree will be attacked and functional nodes are less likely
to be targeted [10]. The nodes with low degree does not
affect the performance of the network[16]. Targeted attacks
are attacks on specific node with key functionality that form
the core of the network. The drop in the packets of the
network or congestion means that the network is attacked
and need to deploy any strategy to solve the problem. There
are very specific and dangerous attacks as they have
particular motive of targeting the key nodes. The functional
nodes should be protected from the malicious attacks to
make the network robust against attacks. The scale free
topology is not proven to be formidable against the
malicious attacks. So we make the network form onion like
structure and protect the functional nodes form attack. The
operations like Degree difference operation and Angle sum
operation are performed to scale the network like a structure
like onion[10]. The onion structure is very standard and can
withstand malicious attacks by the hacker to build a
topology which is free from functional node failures. In the
network the topology is arranged in such a way that the
nodes with higher degree are at center surrounding with low
degree nodes.

The Figure gives basic idea of architecture of scale free
network. The nodes red in color are existing nodes and
nodes green in color are recently added node to the network.
The Hubs in the network will dominate the network with
basic mechanisms like growth and preferential attachment
[7].
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CONCLUSION

The topology control is very important aspect of wireless
sensor networking because of its change in the node
position, the efficiency of the network can be improved.
Without disturbing the power law distribution between the
nodes, we can make the network approach the onion like
structure to be efficient enough to tackle malicious attacks
on the nodes. The topology control with energy efficient
factors like load and energy balance are taken into account
while designing the network. By this method we can
improve the efficiency of the network in terms of throughput
and lifetime of the network.
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